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Highlights

One third of the world’s population, approximately two billion, will be
on the Web by 2011 – a testament to the fact that the world is becoming
more interconnected. It is also becoming more intelligent with fifteen
petabytes of new information being generated every day.

•

Create new cloud-based services
for your customers

•

Enhance existing services through
a cloud-based delivery model

Technological advancement is opening up new business opportunities:

•

Reach new markets through
cloud-based services

•

•

Determine a cloud delivery strategy
and roadmap aligned with your
capabilities and goals

•

•

Emerging markets are rapidly becoming major markets
Ubiquitous access to information, individuals and communities
is now reality
Entirely new delivery models are available at radically different
cost structures

We are entering the next major phase in the development of the
Internet. The focus is shifting from creating the digital world to a new
era where we will connect the digital and physical worlds to drive
greater intelligence throughout the network. These forces, combined
with the prevalence of broadband networks, are creating new delivery
models for business, application and infrastructure services.

Capitalize on these new business opportunities
through a solid business strategy
These new delivery models are referred to as “cloud computing”
and involve delivering business and IT services in new ways over the
Internet. Cloud will generate a wide range of new business opportunities to better service existing customers and acquire new customers:
•
•

•

•
•

Adopting new pay-for-service business models
Creating new levels of access to emerging markets and mid-sized
customers around the world
Enhancing existing product/service value proposition by removing
technology complexity and reducing costs
Identifying entirely new services for customers
Realizing faster time to market
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How can you adapt your business using cloud? Through a winning
strategy that focuses on the appropriate cloud opportunity based on
business and technology capabilities. It’s important to realize that a
single company or organization does not have to be the owner of an
end-to-end cloud solution.
Position your organization as a leading provider of innovative IT
solutions with a solid business strategy. IBM can help define an
in-depth roadmap that treats cloud as a new operating model rather
than just a method of IT delivery – an essential step in business
model evolution.
IBM can help you discover new cloud computing opportunities
through assisting your enterprise in fundamentally rethinking your
target markets and product and service portfolio in light of new cloud
opportunities. A comprehensive cloud strategy is critical and IBM can
help you define your opportunity, readiness and, where appropriate,
a partnership strategy. For many organizations, alliances with other
cloud providers can help differentiate and overcome major obstacles
to entering the cloud market. Examples of these alliances include:
•

•

•

British Telecom has partnered with ISVs to offer BT Business,
a Software as a Service portfolio of business services.1
IBM and Amazon Web Services are delivering IBM’s market-leading
software to clients and developers with a pay-as-you-go model in the
Amazon cloud environment.2
Google and Salesforce.com have formed a strategic alliance to deliver
Salesforce for Google Apps, a suite of business applications delivered
3
over the Web.

Now is the time to act. Market leaders see the potential of cloud and
are moving fast to get there first. Partnerships and alliances are quickly
taking form. Those who are the last to move risk being excluded from
this new, networked world.

IBM can help you create the right
cloud strategy
How can cloud help you approach new business opportunities, and
what strategies should you adopt to pursue these opportunities?
What is the impact to your organization? What is your implementation and partnership roadmap that leads to being a successful cloud
service provider?
IBM can help you address these questions and develop a cloud provider
roadmap that is built on the analysis of your organization’s cloud
opportunities and capabilities, through a three-phased engagement.
The first phase, analysis and vision, involves assessing your business
strategy, as well as cloud opportunity and readiness, to help determine
how you can deliver cloud computing for increased customer value.
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Next, the strategy design phase includes a strategy and operating model
for target market segmentation, customer readiness and alignment with
business goals. A technology integration report is created to help you
understand the architecture and model for delivering cloud services.

The IBM Difference
for Cloud
Only IBM can help you create new
sources of business value with cloud
through deep industry and strategy
expertise combined with technology
innovation that leads to rapid execution
and return on investment.

And finally, an implementation roadmap defines the entire process,
along with a work breakdown structure needed to launch a cloud
environment. With delivery of public cloud services, IBM knows
what it takes to become a cloud provider and can help you execute
this roadmap.
IBM utilizes proprietary tools and methodologies, including
component business modeling, for cost estimation and core business prioritization to help you build a robust strategy for cloud
delivery. Once your cloud strategy is in place, IBM’s implementation
capabilities and cloud expertise can help you develop, test and deliver
your cloud-enabled services to the market in a rapid and cost-effective
manner without handoffs or delays.

Rely on a company with cloud business and
technology expertise
With nearly 3,500 strategy professionals worldwide, the IBM
Strategy and Change practice is part of IBM Global Business
Services, one of the world’s leading management consulting practices.
Our strategy consultants can assist with market entry strategies, cloud
technology investment and alignment, customer segmentation, risk
identification, innovation, and globalization and development of new
business models to drive increased revenue growth, cost reduction and
improved capital efficiency.
Representing an unambiguous commitment to cloud computing, IBM
has an extensive network of fully equipped labs – one of the largest in
the IT industry – that have recognized experts to address the specific
needs of customers who are increasingly shifting IT requirements and
the cost-effective cloud model.
IBM’s expertise with cloud computing can help clients adapt to the
accelerating intersection of the digital and physical worlds. Understanding how to seize these new opportunities to reshape business models
is the challenge countless organizations are facing. That challenge is
being met decisively by IBM, with its recognized history of solving
real-world problems with technology and unbounded imagination.

For more information
Please contact your IBM representative or visit:
ibm.com/services/cloud
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